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L'riefs
i
UAH Student to
study in Russia
by monica smith
reporter
UAH senior Tammy Jackson
has been accepted into a program
which will give her the opportu
nity to take graduate level courses
at the University of St Peters
burg. Jackson graduated from
UAH in March with a degree in
Slavic Area Studies.
Beginning in September,
Jackson will spend eight months
in Russia as part of an exchange
program with the University of
Alabama in Tuscaloosa. She was
interviewed and selected by a
board of Russian professors at
UAT. She said her military train
ing in the Naval Reserves and the
Defense Language Institute in
Monterey, California, helped
make her a good candidate.
Jackson's other considerable
achievements include maintain
ing a 3.1 GPA while taking five
classes at UAH, working full-time
at the Space and Rocket Center,
and tutoring.
She said, "I decided on Rus
sian because I'd always wanted a
job working with foreigners, es
pecially in the business field. I'd
heard that it was a very difficult
language, and I'd already taken
French and German. When I be
gan studying Russian I just fell in
love with the language."
After completing herstudy in
St. Petersburg, Jackson plans to
obtain a Master's degree in Rus
sian Studies, possibly from Yale
or the University of Virginia in
Charlottesville. She would like to
work for an international business
or the government as an inter
preter.
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New Police Car for UAH
the weekly student newspaper of
the university of alabama in huntsville

by sandra quayle
reporter

Last month UAH purchased a new
1992 Chevolet Caprice police car at the
price of $12,970. In response many
students on campus have voiced com
plaints against the purchase because
they believe that the money could have
been better spent elsewhere.
Dave Brown, UAH chief of police,
responded to the complaints by point
ing out that the car was purchased out
of pure necessity. The chief argues that
a new car must be purchased each year
due to the general ware and tear placed
on UAH police cars.
To demonstrate his argument chief
Brown allowed UAH campus police
officer Bobby Langston to show the
exponent all four police cars that are in
current use by UAH.
The results of the demonstration
are as follows:
Car one is a 89 Ford LTD. It has
sparse equipment and the equipment it
does have is from other older cars. For
example, the radio is out of the safety
truck and barely working and the car's
siren does not work. But, the cars most
negative aspect is the fact that it is

sporting 176,970 miles, "too much",
argues officer Langdon "by anyone's
standards".
Car two has similar problems. It
has 89,789 miles, a rusty cage, a torn up
carpet, and once again sparse elec
tronic equipment. To be more specific,
there is no radar gun mounted in this car
or any of the others. Officer Langston
points out that "this alone is an area that
needs immediate funding because at
this time the radar must be shared be
tween cars" . And, "as a result, the
detector has become sensitive to jos
tling and rough handling." Officer
Langston also wants UAH students to
know that "the radar detector was bought
used".
Car three has 44,160 miles on the
odometer . It also has a light bar that
was purchased in 1973 and deck lights
that were supplemented from an older
car in order to avoid rear end collisions.
Car four, the new car, has no cage
because there are not any available
funds for one. Therefore, if an arrest
was made the officer would have tocall
for backup to guarantee safety. Officer
Langdon then went on to show the
exponent the new car's odometer which
read at l,244miles.. 'This amount,"
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pointed out the officer, "is an example
of how many miles we put on a car in
the average month".
Officer Langston argues that UAH
really needs even more cars. More
over, heargues that in order to maintain
law and order, UAH must invest in up
to date equipment and functional auto
mobiles. He also argued for the newly
purchased car on the grounds that,
"when a car reaches 100,000 miles it
becomes unsound structural". "That is
why,", he stressed " at most agencies a
car is reconditioned at every 50,000
miles, something UAH does not allow
in the budget."
Despite UAH's alleged need for a
new police car, some students feel that
UAH needs to re-direct funds so that
equipment that is crucial to their educa
tion. can be purchased. They argue that
the purchase of a new car is just another
example of UAH directing funds into
unnecessary, areas. Additionally, they
argue that things such as compalenz,
talking software, large print textbooks
and so forth are far more important
equiptment for any university that wants
to offer a good education to students
who have special needs.

UAH English student
delivers paper
by cynthia green
for the exponent

students and faculty traveling as many
as 1200 miles or more to attend the
convention. From Montana and New
The International English Honors York to Wisconsin and California, over
Society, Sigma Tau Delta, is pleased to 500 converged to celebrate the disci
announce the successful representation pline of English. Noted scholars like
of UAH at the international convention Dwight Eddins and Andrew Hudgins
held in New Orleans March 12-15 by its entertained and informed the conven
chapter president, Michael Anthony.
tion participants, while perhaps fifty
Anthony served on a Literature and students doubly earned their passage
Technology panel and presented a pa by making presentations of their own.
per entitled "Issues in Technical Writ
The trip was "an unqualified suc
ing: How Do We Choose the Right cess," said Anthony, a senior in En
Introductory Textbook?" Anthony's glish. "I feel I helped spread the news
paper was selected from numerous pa that we have an excellent English pro
pers submitted for possible presenta gram to many students who had heard
tion at the bi-annual convention, ac of UAH only in the context of science
cording to Dr. Robert W. Halli, Jr., or engineering, if at all." Upsilon Mu's
Chairman of the UA English Depart faculty advisor, Dr. Daniel Schenker,
ment and this year's convention coor said of the trip, "I am very pleased to see
dinator. In addition, Anthony served as UAH represented at the convention,
a voting delegate for the UAH chapter, especially since we have not been rep
Upsilon Mu.
resented before."
Participants came from far and wide
The Upsilon Mu chapter would like
to gather in New Orleans, with many to thank the Vice President for Student

Michael Anthony
Affairs, B. Jeanne Fisher, for helping to
secure funding for the trip. They also
wish to thank Dr. Mebane, the College
of Liberal Arts, and the SGA for pro
viding funds necessary to make the trip
possible.
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Student
honored by
long-distance
company

Historical Arts
Theatre and Museum
by symmetris jefferson
staff
The Historical Arts Theatre & Museum started by
Jeanette Alexander and Mansa M. S. Bey was started
as a life long ambition.
These two had a desire for a cultural theatre in
Huntsville. That desire and ambition became a
reality in 1989. In its first beginnings, the Historical
Arts Theatre held meetings in community centers and
churches. Thp new home of the theatre is in the
Lakewood Shopping Plaza.
The Theatre offers tours to groups of ten or more.
These tours are offered Monday - Friday 10-5 pm.
The museum hasartifacts and paintingsof the African
culture donated by members of thecommunity. Books
, souvenirs, and Afro-centric paraphernalia are also

offered.
In the month of February, members of the His
torical ArtsTheatre performed for theTennessee Jazz
Society at the Tom Bevil Center, as well as the
Oakwood College USM Banquet. Phillip Holley,
Director of Theatre, wrote the play, Nkululeko,
which they performed on these two occasions.
Nkululeko is the African word for freedom.
Every first Saturday they hold community pro
grams, art shows, and jazz seminars at the main public
library here in Huntsville.
The Historical Arts Theatre & Museum is seek
ing talented persons to participate in their produc
tions. Singers, dancers, and actors are all welcomed
and practices are held every Tuesday and Thursday
at 7:00 pm.

History main focus
for AHF February Grants
Doug Cronk, an accounting major at the
UAH, was recently commended by LDDS
(Long Distance Discount Service a long
distance telecommunications company) of
Jackson, MS.
Cronk conducted a financial statement
analysis for the company. He completed the
analysis as part of his studies in Intermedi
ate Accounting in taught by Dr. Walter
Batchelder, Assistant Professor of Account
ing. The analysis looks at cashflow, profit
ability and other accounting measures.
"Doug is a fine example of the high
quality accounting students we have at
UAH," said Batchelder.
Company CEO Bernard J. Ebbers
congratulated him for his work and awarded
him $100.

History provides the main emphasis for three of five
grants awarded by theAlabama Humanities Foundation in
February. Each project examines a unique and timely topic
from interesting perspectives, and each is free and open to
the public. Multiculturalism in the classroom and philoso
phy relating to religion provide the subjects for two addi
tional programs funded by the Foundation.
The Center for Cultural Arts in Gadsden received
$2,000 in funds and $2,000 in matching dollars for its
upcoming project 'The Jeweler, Then and Now." The
program features an exhibition of silverworks from the
Forbes Faberge collection, and commemorative jewelry
created by Huntsville artist Kathy Chan.The project seeks
to illustrate how artists and artisans have commemorated
historical events and persons. Several educational pro
grams will surround the exhibition, including a panel
presentation that will bring together world class Faberge
silver experts with the public for discussion.
"Japan: The Eastern Enigma" is the title of a project
presented by UAH Department of History in conjunction
with the History Forum Club. A grant of $2,000 will fund
a series of public lectures focusing on Japan, particularly
the roots of its economic success and its place in interna
tional affairs. The overall objective is to explore current
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Sigma Tau Delta's Annual Booksale
will be April 14th, 15th, and 16th in
the lobby of Morton Hall. Anyone who
has books, paperback or hardcover,
that he or she would like to donate
prior to the sale can bring them to
room 213 of Morton Hall.

events involving Japan and place them in historical per
spective.
As a part of Birmingham's 1992 Festival of Arts
Salute to Spain, the Arlington Historical Association pre
sents "Spain in the Old South." This lecture series funded
through a $1863 grant will examine the influence of Spain
on the history of the South and the South's material culture
during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.
The series is scheduled for April 30 through May 2,1992.
$1,988 was awarded to the UAH Philosophy Depart
ment for its project "Reason and Religious Experience."
The program features a series of two lectures by philoso
phers on the proper roles of reason and experience in
religious life. The goal of the program is to provide a public
forum for the critical analysisof and reflection on the place
of reason in Christianity and Zen Buddhism.
"Multiculturalism: Diversity and Unity in the Class
room," is a workshop sponsored by Troy State University
received funding in the amount of $2,000. The program
will feature a one-day workshop for teachers, parents,
administrators and community members, addressing the
issues involved in multicultural education. Literature and
history scholars,as well as professors in art and music, will
examine the traditional approach to curriculum and sug
gest ways multiculturalism can be incorporated.

WE'LL PAY YOU $30,000
TOWARDS YOUR DIPLOMA.
You can earn more than $15,000 during a standard
Army Reserve enlistment...ar?c/ another $5,040 if you
qualify for the Montgomery Gl Bill...plus help in paying
off a qualified student loan up to $10,000.
You'll usually serve one weekend a month plus two
weeks' Annual Training. And you'll serve with an Army
Reserve unit handy to your campus.
Over $30,000 towards college-tor part-time service.

Think about it. Then think about us. And call
today.
539-7431 or 882-1660
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

ARMY RESERVE
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UAH Spring Career
Fair and Job Fair
UAH has changed the format of the
annual Spring Job Fair.The event has been
split into a two-day program. The Career
Fair will be on Wednesday, April 15, from
9 A.M. until 2 P.M. Representatives will be
available to discuss career opportunities
with UAH undergraduate students, gradu
ate students, graduating students, and
alumni. Participants do not have to be reg
istered for placement assistance with the
Office of Career Services, but graduating
students and alumni are encouraged to do
so.This is a great opportunity for freshmen,
sophomores, and juniors to talk with em
ployers about career related issues. What
activities, classes, and experiences do em
ployers look for in potential employees?
What types of positions are available for
people with certain college majors? What
career paths are available within the organi
zation? Seniors and alumni will want to
discuss employment prospects and distrib
ute their resumes during the Career Fair.

This event can offer a very good way to
establish contacts.
The Job Fair will be held on Thursday,
April 16, from 9 A.M. until 5 P.M. This
event is composed of one-on-one inter
views with graduating students and alumni
for employers who are actively recruiting.
Individuals must be registered with the
Office of Career Services (OCS) in order to
interview. To be eligible to register, you
must be pursuing a degree from UAH or
have already received a degree from UAH
(or certificate program such as accounting
or teaching).
Registration with OCS requires 10
copies of your resume and completion of a
registration form available from OCS. In
terview sign-ups will begin on Monday,
March 30, and you must be registered prior
to this date if you wish to interview during
Job Fair. Interested individualsshould con
tact OCS in Room 212 of the University
Center or call 895-6612.

Career Fair Is For Everyone
Whether or not you are currently look
ing for a professional position, you should
attend the UAH Spring Career Fair on
Wednesday, April 15, in the University
Center from 9 A.M. until 2 P.M. This is a
geat opportunity for students of all majors
to talk with employers about career oppor
tunities. You should find out what employ
ers look for (computer skills/languages,
memberships in organizations, coursewoik,
etc.) and what you can do to increase your
value in the job market when you graduate.
Seniors and graduate students should

Orqanization

bring copies of their resumes to leave with
representatives after they have talked with
them. These may not be formal interviews,
but first impressions are very important.
Remember to dress professionally.
The following is a list of organizations
scheduled to participate in the Career Fair.
Included on the list are majors that these
organizations usually recruit.An organiza
tion mayemploy majors other than theones
listed, so you are encouraged to talk with al1
of the representatives.

Majors

Program to Honor Outstanding
Teachers Announced
President Franz has obtained funds
from the UAH foundatio to establish a
program of awards to recognize and honor
outstanding teachers on a university-wide
level. There will be four awards of $2500
each presented during the Honors Convo
cation on 5 June 1992 to distinguished
teachers at UAH.
The Teaching Awards Committee
(listed below) has developed the evaluative
criteria and the selection procedure for the
UAH Foundation Teaching Awards.
Nominations may be made by a cur
rent or former student, a colleague, or an
administrator. The nomination must take
the form of a letter (maximum length: two
pages). The letter of nomination, using the
following criteria as guides, should discuss
in specific terms the qualities that make the
nominee eligible for a distinguished award.
Criteria for the Teaching Awards: We
are seeking extraordinary teachers, indi
viduals whose universitycareers are disti nguished by truly outstanding performance
in a classroom, lecture hall, seminar, labo
ratory, clinic, or library. Nominees for the
award should have achieved the highest
recognition from students, colleagues, and
administrators because of their
(a) Superior knowledge of subject
matter,

(b) Imaginative, efficient, and rigor
ous methods of presenting course materials
and evaluating learning;
(c) Abiding concern for students' ad
vancement in a discipline, in the university,
in the workplace, in the community;
(d) Ability to engender and nurture
values of learning (curiosity, objectivity,
enthusiasm, fairness, and critical thinking)
in their students;
(e) Record of producing students who,
by virtue of outstanding teaching, achieve
great success throughout their university
careers; and
(0 Pedagogical diligence, dedication,
versatility, generosity, and creativity.
All full-time faculty (except those serv
ing on the Teaching Awards Committee)
who have taught for at least three years at
UAH are eligible to compete for the teach
ing awards. Letters of nomination should
be submitted to the chair of the nominee's
department (or to other appropriate super
visory officers). Please submit your letters
as soon as possible because each depart
ment must submit its nominee to the appro
priate dean by April 20,1992.
Any questions should be directed to
Dr. David S. Neff, Chair of the Teaching
Awards Committee (895-6320).

Dr. David Neff, College of Liberal Aits (Chair)
Dr. Ashok Amin, College of Science
Dr. Bob Lawton, College of Science
Dr. Billie Rozell, College of Nursing
Dr. Jack Schnell, College of Administrative Science
Dr. Donald Wallace, College of Engineering
Dr. Lee Williams, College of Liberal Arts
Dr. Carolyn White, Liaison, Provost's Office

COLD CUT COMBO

ADS Environmental Services
Aerojet GenCorp
Alabama Highway Department
Army Corps of Engineers
Computer Data Systems
Dallas Co. Bd. of Ed. (Selma, AL)
Discovery Toys
Dynetics, Inc.
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Federal Bureau of Prisons
First Alabama Bank - Huntsville
General Dynamics
Huntsville City Schools
Johnson Controls/World Services
Martin Marietta Manned Space Sys.
MetLife Insurance Co.

MKT,CE,EE,FLT3YS,CS,MA
CHE,ME
ACC,CE,CS
CHE,CE,EE,ME
MIS,CS,MA
Education
ALL
CPE,EE,OR,CS,OPT
ALL
ACC,FIN,MKT,PY,CS,Education
ADSC,LA
CHE,EE,ME,CH,CS,MA,PH
Educaiton
ADSC,CE,EE,ED,MA,OPT,PH
CE,CHE,ISE,EE,ME,CS,CH
ACC,FIN,MGT,MKT,
CM,MU,PSC,PY,CS,MA
NASA
CPE,EEJSE>1E
New Technology
CPE,EE,CS ,MA,OR,Env. Sci.
Parisian
ADSC,LA
Phase IV
EE
PRC
CPE,EE,CS,MA
S & D Coffee, Inc.
ADSC,LA
(S & D has interview openings available, sign up at display booth.)
Strictly Business Computer Sys.
CS
SUMMA Technology
ACC,FIN,CPE,EE,ME,
CS,MA,OR,CM,TWrit
USBI
CHE,EE,ME,Material Science
U.S. Air Force
ALL
U.S. Army
ALL
U.S. Marine Corps
ALL
U.S. Navy
Technical Majors/ALL
U.S. Office of Personnel Mgt
ALL
UAH Staff Employment
ALL

Subway's got the best tasting subs
under the stars. All your favorite meats
piled high on fresh baked bread topped with free fixin's.
4710 University Drive (Next to Office Depot)

837-7827

«SUB

Graduate Schools:
University of Alabama - Manderson Graduate School of Business
UAH - Graduate School

UAH students receive 10% off with valid student ID
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Contest
winners
named
Winners of the 1992 Life Support
Drawing Contest were named recently.
The contest, sponsored by the UAH
Consortium for Space Life Sciences,
was part of the International Confer
ence on Life Support and Biospherics
held at the Bevill Center in February.
Local elementary school children were
asked to draw life support as viewed
through their eyes and what they be
lieved was important.
The winners are Chase Hamley and
Christina Barnes of Jones Valley El
ementary; Yvonne Young, Catherine
and Peter DeMoss of Mountain Gap
Elementary; and Juliana Kyle of
Whitesburg Elementary.

"Look Good-Feel
Better" program for
cancer patients at
Humana HospitalHuntsville
"Look Good- Feel Better," an in
novative new program for female can
cer patients undergoing treatment, is
provided through the American Cancer
Society and cosmetology profession
als.
Participants will receive a com
plete facial make-over, instructions in
skin and nail care, and assistance in
using wigs and turbans. Each patient
will receive a free make-up kit valued at
$250.00.
A session was held at HumanaHospital-Huntsville on Monday, March 30
from 9:30 until 11:30.The group met in
the Family Room on the South Hall of
the third floor.
Classes will be limited to ten
women. Advance registration is re
quired, and may be made by calling
536-1855 or 532-5836.

news

Alabama Research Universities Win
National Science Foundation Competition
A consortium of Alabama research
universities has received a $1.3 million
award from the National Science Foun
dation (NSF). The new Federal funds,
announced by Governor Guy Hunt, will
support research at six public universi
ties: Alabama A&M; Auburn Univer
sity; the University of South Alabama;
and the three University of Alabama
campuses, UA, UAB, and UAH.
"Competition was intense among
institutions around the country in the
National Science Foundation's latest
round of EPSCoR awards," UA System
Chancellor Philip Austin said Thurs
day. "The new $1.3 million grant to
Alabama's research universities attests
to the quality of scholarly investigation
under way on these campuses."
The Experimental Program to
Stimulate Competitive Research
(EPSCoR) was established by the Na
tional Science Foundation to broaden
the geographic distribution of research

contracts and grants. Alabama is among
15 states eligible to compete for the
research funds. According to EPSCoR
guidelines, federal grants must be
matched by state appropriations.
"For every dollar of state funding
invested in EPSCoR since the univer
sity consortium was formed in 1986,
the citizens of Alabama have earned a
return of more than 300 percent," Aus
tin explained. In addition to the federal
matching funds, the research projects
have produced direct economic ben
efits for Alabama industries.
The Alabama consortium involves
more that 200 university scientists and
students, along with high school teach
ers and their students from around the
state.
According to Governor Hunt's an
nouncement Thursday, the NSF grant
will help universities add new faculty
positions in materials science and biol
ogy, assist with a visiting scholars pro

gram and provide scholarships for un
dergraduate mathematics majors.Other
provisions call for undergraduate and
graduate student financial assistance in
materials science and training opportu
nities for high school teachers and stu
dents.
"EPSCoR is the perfect example of
how Alabama's public universities are
sharing resources and forging success
ful alliances," Austin said. "Coopera
tion among students and professors is
producing breakthroughs in Alabama
industries as wide-ranging as marine
science and aerospace."
"Alabama's participation in this
NSF program and others like it depends
on the continued involvement of state
government," Austin continued. 'The
university community deeply appreci
ates the support from Governor Hunt,
the Legislature and the people of our
state. Your investment in university
research will continue to earn top-dol
lar returns for Alabama.**

Campaign experiences offered
More than four hundred college
and university students from across the
country wil have the opportunity to be
part of the presidential nominating pro
cess through The Washington Center's
Campaign '92 programs on site at the
national political conventions this sum
mer. Students have the option to par
ticipate in a two week academic semi
nar on location at the Democratic Na
tional Convention in New York City
from July 5 - 18, 1992 and/or the Re
publican National Convention in
Houston, Texas from August 9 - 22,
1992.
Each program will consist of guest
speakers, debates, discussions, site vis
its, and workshops related to the presi

FINANCIAL A HID F©IR
EXCEPTIONAL

COLLECE STULEMTS
Junior/Senior chemistry, physics, math, and
engineering majors earn over $1,200 per month
during the last 24 months of your college education
as part of the Navy's Nuclear Power Officer
Training Program. Excellent grades a prerequisite
(minimum 3.0 GPA for seniors, 3.3 GPA for juniors).
For details call Lieutenant Kirk Higgs toll free

1 - 800 - 284 - 6289.
Check with the Job Placement Office to ascertain
dates a Navy representative will be on campus.

dential campaign and the party conven
tion. During the actual convention, stu
dents will be given fieldwork assign
ments with the candidates' campaigns,
state delegations, media organizations,
party officials, convention organizers,
interest groups or other organizations
with convention responsibilities. Most
colleges will award between two and
six credits to students for completion of
the seminar.
Honorary Chairs for The Washing
ton Center's Campaign *92 programs
are Frank Fahrenkopf, Jr., former Re
publican National Committee Chair,
and Charles Manatt, former Democratic
National Committee Chair.
The Washington Center is the larg

est independent, non-profit, educational
organization that provides internships
and otherexperiential learning programs
to college students. Since the organiza
tion was founded in Washington, D.C.
in 1975, some 17,000 students repre
senting more than 800 colleges and
universities have participated in The
Washington Center's programs.
Applications for the Campaign *92
programs will be accepted on a first
come/first serve basis until all available
spaces are filled. To receive an applica
tion or further information, contact
Maury Tobin, The Washington Center,
750 First Street, NE, Suite 650, Wash
ington, D.C., 20002, (202) 336-7563,
FAX (202) 336-7609.

UAH History Forum
focuses on Japan
UAH's History Forum '92 will ad
dress "Japan: The Eastern Enigma" in three
separate lectures during April. Each lecture
will be in the Roberts Hall Auditorium
beginning at 12:30 p.m.
Tuesday, April 14 - "Japanese and
American (Mis)Perceptions of Each Other,"
by Jeffrey Hanes, Assistant Professor of
History at the University of Illinois in
Champaign-Urbana. Hanes will explore the
dominant stereotypes Japanese and Ameri
cans have of one another and how they
developed.
Tuesday, April 21 - "Academe, Indus
try, and Government in Japan," by James
Bartholomew, Professor of History at Ohio
State University. Bartholomew will dis
cuss how theJapanese have organized their
economy and research. His discussion will

cover the role theJapanese government has
played and whether the US should imitate
these policies.
Tuesday, April 28 - "Uncle Sam and
the Prodigal Protege: Japan and the United
States Since 1945," by Carl Friday, Assis
tant Professor of History at the University
of Georgia. Friday's topic focuses on the
sources of cooperation and conflict be
tween Japan and the US. He will also dis
cuss whether changes in American policy
with Japan should be pursued.
History Forum '92 is made possible
with a grant from the Alabama Humanities
Foundation. It is sponsored by the UAH
History Department,Phi AlphaTheta Hon
orary Society, UAH History Forum Club,
the UAH Humanities Center and the UAH
Honors Program.

opinions
rzz- i
THE GREAT GPA PURGE
by doug brewer
editor
It has been an interesting couple of weeks around
here. What with the new design, Spring Break, and
assorted brushfires, the good folks over in Student
Affairs decided to eliminate about one third of the
newspaper staff.
You see, last term the SGA passed a voice resolu
tion. Well, they passed several of them, but one in
particular is causing problems. The resolution in
question involves student clubs and organizations.
The SGA opined that "any person serving as officer
and/or holding a paid position ...must maintain a
minimum overall grade point average of 2.0 overall
throughout their term..." It also goes on to require
enrollment in a certain number of hours.
It's an admirable idea. There should be a balance
between academics and other activities. However, the
recent actions of the good folks over at Student Affairs,
in jumping on the resolution as a chance to pick off a
few students, raises some interesting questions.
Since when does the SGA set university policy?
The SGA has also passed a voice resolution saying that
grade point averages should be calculated differently
than they are now calculated. Is the University falling all
over itself to enact this? I don't think so.

If the letter of this resolution is going to be fol
lowed, will the SGA and ACE lose their full-time
secretary? Even though she is a pleasant and efficient
person, she is paid with funds provided from student
activity fees. She is not a student. Is she going to be
fired? I suspect not.
Following the same logic, it appears that ACE will
no longer be able to compensate performers they book
into Mom's, unless they only book currently enrolled
students with decent GPA's. Is this going to happen?
Your guess is as good as mine, but my guess leans
toward the negative.
Besides other problems with the language of the
resolution, there are some obvious errors concerning
Student Affairs' attempt to use what is essentially an
opinion as a basis for terminating exponent student
employees.
The most glaring error is that the SGA has abso
lutely no jurisdiction over any funding for the exponent.
The percentage of student activity fees allocated to the
exponent is given to us at the same time (theoretically)
that the SGA receives theirs. They never see it, nor can
they affect it.
So, since Student Affairs cannot realistically base
terminating exponent employees on the opinion of the
SGA, what are they basing them upon? According to the
UAH student handbook, there is no policy addressing

EXPONENT STAFF
editor
business manager
advertising manager
news editor
entertainment editor
sports editor
copy editor
layout editor
advertising design

Doug Brewer
Johnny West
Keith Nimitz
Nick Passino
Johnny West
Joseph4_arney
Steve Whipple
Patrick M. Haden
Lara Lee

computer operators

Tara Gray
Nagaraja Ramachandra
Till Rosenberger
Tom Thammachote

system manager
darkroom supervisor
asst. darkroom sup.
photographers

Scott Hinckley
John Brewer
Lysandra Hice
John Brewer
Lysandra Hice
Tara Gray
Lei-Leni Parks
Robyn Smith
Doug Brewer
Bobby Solipwiom

typesettists
proofreader
delivery manager
circulations mgr.
reporters

intern reporters

Kathryn Clark, Emalee
Craft, Joe Kallo, Stacie Kirk,
Erik Meisner, Napoli Oza,
Lei-Leni Parks, Jean-Marc
Plante, Ken Shelton, Monica
Smith, Chyrstal Ware
Dave Cook
Bryan Pearson
Sandra Quayle

the use of GPA and/or enrollment status as a condition
of employment.
If there is to be a policy making GPA and/or
enrollment status a condition of employment for
members of the exponent staff, then it seems to me that
the policy should be in place some time before any
actions arising out of any staff non-compliance should
take place. Does this not make sense?
I would end this tirade with an admonition to the
SGA, asking them to please think through the possible
repercussions of their passing voice resolutions. But
since the university has not previously exhibited any
inclination to adopt SGA opinions as school policy, I
can't really blame them for not foreseeing that Student
Affairs was apparently waiting to decimate the expo
nent staff.
Instead, may I suggest that a policy concerning
GPA and/or enrollment status as a condition of expo
nent employment be written by the Publications Board
and submitted to Student Affairs for inclusion in the
exponent operational guidelines.
That way, when someone fills out an application,
we can warn them about keeping a current enrollment
status and a decent GPA.
If they don't, well, then we fire them.
Seem fair?
See you next time.

Below the Belt:

I'm Having an Old Friend for Dinner
by Constance capstone
columnist
Perhaps it is because it is the first
source of food for a newborn. Perhaps
that association is why it is used to sell
soft drinks, beer, and potato chips. And
perhaps that is why a new restaurant
chain in town is named after the female
breast. The restaurant is merely alluding
to the eternal symbol of sustenance.
Instead of taking the name of the owner
or the name of a specialty on the menu,
this restaurant chooses to use a synonym
for breast, which will resonate in the
cultural mythology of the collectivity.
As a reminder of said symbology,
the management is thoughtful enough to
provide ample displays of female breasts
in the form of photographs, pictorial
representations, and real-life models.
Pictures of endowed females linei'the
walls, some including descriptions of the
women's physical dimensions and
extracurricular interests. Road signs
vhich read "Bumps" add an eclectic air
to the decor. And the atmosphere is
typified by the white female chefs and
waitresses who peroxide their hair, tan
their skin, and expose most of that skin
by wearing short shorts which are tighter
than leotard and t-shirts that barely cover
the body parts which are the guest of
honor.
So appreciative I am of this unique
and culturally aware establishment, that I
also have decided to open a chain of
restaurants which will honor a dominant
symbol in our culture. Presently, I have
yet to decide between the following
names for my little dive. Should I be
merely subtle and name it "Dicks'" or
"The Swizzle Stick"? Or should I be
more overt like the restaurant here in
town and call it "The Phallus Palace"?
In keeping with the symbology of

my restaurant, female patrons must fix
their own meals; males will pay all tabs;
and all male employees will be paid more
than all female employees. That includes
tips, folks! Remember to tip my men
more than you would tip a girl. As a
general rule of the restaurant, all males or
things associated with the masculine will
be valued more than all females and
things associated with the feminine.
Testing for cultural programming is
required by all wishing to patronize 'The
Phallus Palace."
In reality, I doubt seriously that I
would even get a bank loan for a restau
rant named "The Phallus Palace." But,
obviously the restaurant chain did get a
loan or some sort of financial backing.
And the venture has apparently thrived,
or it would not be chain. So, who am I
indicting? The owners who conceptual
ized it? The women who work there? Or
the patrons who have allowed it to grow?
None. I am bemoaning the societal
climate instead.
Are we so unaccustomed to seeing
empowered women, that we cannot
recognize the power dynamic which a
restaurant like this represents? What
makes this restaurant so damaging is that
it is presented as entirely mainstream.
They sell t-shirts and ads which make it
seem like any other sit-down restaurant/
bar. But, as an added bonus, patrons are
having pornography for dinner.
These are some of the assumptions
that this restaurant perpetuates:
- It is acceptable to exploit women
and their bodies.
- White heterosexual male sexuality
is valued above all others.
I have not even touched on what this
restaurant says about race and the beauty
standard.
I cannot live with these oppressions.
Please don't make me. Don't patronize
this restaurant
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"...a lot of free activities..."
Dear Editor,
This is in response to Johnny West's
editorial of 3/4 - "View from the Grand
stand Part II". In the editorial, Mr. West
says, "Remember the good ole days when
all eventson campus were free? No longer.
A prime example is the upcoming Martha
Quinn presentation...$4.00 for UAH stu
dents." True, it is a higher admission than
the UAH campus is used to paying, but
$4.00 is not outrageous - it is less than the
price of a movie. This $4.00 is really a
nominal charge compared to the total cost
of bringing Martha Quinn to UAH.
Although this one event does have an
admission charge, I would like to point out
that there are a plethora of free activities
available to UAH students.
ACE sponsors free Fallfest and
Springfest activities, free movies, free plays,
and even free lectures. Mom's has $1 ad
mission but you get free soft drinks, inter
national coffee and chips. Sometimes we
even give money away-for instance, ama
teur nights, scavenger hunts, the Hallow
een pumpkin carving contest, and theChrist

mas ornament contest.
ACE is not the only organization that
offers free stuff. SEDS sponsors a free
Pizza Lunch Speaker Series; BSA offers
free Black Film Festivals; the Hispanic/
Latin Association offered a free Hispanic
Cultural Week; Indian Student Association
periodically shows free movies in the U.C.;
Honors Forum offers free admission to
their lectures;and BACCHUS periodically
offers free mocktails. The UC sponsors the
Family Night Out program which recently
brought the Dinosaurs production tocampus. This was a free event which drew a
standing room only crowd. The Alumni
Association sponsors Fall-der-All and TGIF
parties both of which have free admission.
The Residents Life Association offers a
myriad of free activities for our dorm stu
dents. SGA even offers a free club card
which entitles UAH students to receive free
or reduced price stuff off-campus. Finally,
UAH students are admitted free to all ath
letic events.
Being a part of ACE, yes, I agree it
would be nice to have more money to

((

program. However, as it is, we bring expen
sive entertainment to campus then have to
beg students to attend. With more money
we could buy more expensive entertain
ment then beg students to attend. Since the
new dorm opened, filled with traditional
students, attendance at most events has
markedly increased. The root of the cam
pus activities problem is attendance. This
attendance problem arises because the ma
jority of UAH's students are over the tradi
tional age. Most of these students over the
traditional age have families and full-time
jobs. Accordingly, they have neither the
time nor the inclination to attend or become
involved with extra-curricular student ac
tivities.
Despite "Father Proration" UAH still
offers a lot of free activities. Raising stu
dent activity fees does not necessarily mean
more attendance at these activities. Atten
dance is the root of the problem and throw
ing more money at it isn't the solution.

Sincerely,
Kara Hetrick
ACE Special Events Director
I

"...make us more competitive..."
Dear Editor,
I feel I should inform the students I
represent about thegrade replacement policy
here at UAH. There have been recent reso
lutions passed by the UAH Faculty Senate
and Student Government which would
change the current grade replacement policy
on campus.
It is common knowledge on campus
that if a student takes a class and receives a
"D" or "F' in class, he or she must retake
the course if it is a prerequisite for an upper
level course. Only these students may re
take classes to increase their knowledge in
these areas unless the classes are audited
for which no grade will be received. This is
often experienced by engineering students.
Another fact about the current policy is
that if you have to retake the class and

recieve a higher grade in that class, the
quality points and credit hours for both
trials will be counted. This effectively re
flects an "average" of the knowledge a
student receives in a course. One primary
problem with this is that the actual "qual
ity" of knowledge gained by a student is not
properly reflected in the calculated grade
point average. I dwell on this point because
most Universities around the country do
not calculate GPA's this way.
The proposed resolution would allow
students to retake classes in all cases re
gardless of the grade received. The attrac
tive point about this is the fact that the
quality points and credit hours from only
the most recent trial of a course will be
calculated into the grade point average.
I'm sure'that all the engineering stu

dents who read this will see this as an
opportunity for our GPA's to be calculated
on the same level as the majority of other
campuses. This will make us more com
petitive and will remove the "handicap"
which we have dealt with to this point.
If the students support this policy
strongly enough, it is possible to have it
signed by the Provost earl^ this term. This
would speed the results to the students. If
you are interested in having this policy on
campus there will be petitions circulated in
the Engineering Building and everywhere
else on campus. If you have any questions,
call 895-6375 and ask for a student legisla
tor. Thank you.

Barry Wright
SGA Engineering Legislator

"...greater opportunities..."
Dear Editor:
Why has the administration not adopted
the Grade Replacement Policy proposed
and accepted by the Faculty Senate? This
would replace the current policy of averag
ing course grades. When a course is re
peated, the two grades received are aver
aged when computing the student's GPA.
For example, if a grade of F is received the
first time a course is taken and an A the
second time, the student receives a C for the
course. The grade replacement policy would
allow the most recent grade received in the
course to be used in computing the student's
GPA. The previous grade(s) would appear
on the student's transcript for employers or
graduate schools to view when evaluating
the student The strength of the educational
programs and faculty can stand on their
own. Grade Replacement will not sacrifice
the educational integrity of this University.
It would provide greater opportunities for
employment and further study by making

UAH students morecompetitive with gradu
ates from other schools. This policy is the
prevailing policy used at Universities around
the state and nation. Allow students the
opportunity to determine their future. If the
student is willing to pay the tuition for
retaking a course to help their GPA and
prepare a more favorable future for them
selves, let them!
Alabama Needs Educational Reform
There has been much discussion con
cerning tax reform. Educational leaders
have proposed that tax reform is the ulti
mate solution to the currenteducation fund
ing crisis. Grade schools around the state
are forecasting closing prematurely this
year due to proration and inadequate fund
ing. Teachers are spending theirown money
to buy much needed basic supplies that
should be taken care of through state fund
ing. State Appropriations for Education
affect you! UAH has seen multiple tuition
increases over the last few years, the most

recent an almost 5% increase in under
graduate tuition prior to the Winter Semes
ter. Currently, the state legislature and
senate are engaged in deliberations con
cerning tax/education reform. This tax
reform package offers many new programs,
such as a $16 million a year state-paid
college tuition bill. These proposals seem
fruitless when the state cannot support ex
isting educational programs at this time. Is
the state tax reform package supporting
education reform as government leaders
have proposed? The answer is yours to
decide. Stay informed on education and tax
reform issues! Government officials repre
sent you and depend on your vote for re
election; tell them your ideas, concerns and
opinions. Register to vote and vote on the
issues that concern you. Please feel free to
contact your SGA representatives concern
ing education reform in Alabama at 8956375.

Marcia Tourtellott, SGA Legislator

administration

has
delayed..."
Dear Editor,
The Student Government Association
is making a concerted effort to petition the
administration to sign into effect the amend
ment regarding the course repeat policy
(Faculty Senate Resolution 91/92-4). This
policy has been endorsed by the Faculty
Senate and by the Student Government
Association. This policy would affect stu
dents in the following way:
Quarter A
Class
CH
Grade QP
MA 141
3
F
0
CH 101
3
B
9
EH 101
3
A
12
Cumulative 9
21
GPA =21/9=2.33
Now if a student retakes MA 141 and makes
aB:
Present Policy
Quarter B
Class
CH
Grade
QP
MA 141
3
B
9
CH 121
3
A
12
EH 102
3
B
9
Cumulative 18
51
Overall GPA =51/18=2.83
Proposed Policy
Quarter B
Class
Grade
CH
MA 141
B
3
CH 121
A
3
EH 102
3
B
Cumulative 15
Overall GPA =51/15=3.4

QP
9
12
9
51

If you take a class over, the second grade
will be used to calculate your GPA, but
your records will show that you took the
class twice.
As stated earlier, this amendment has
been passed by the Faculty Senate and the
Student Government Association has passed
a voice resolution in support of it, but the
administration has delayed in signing it for
no given reason. We in the SGA will be
starting a petition soliciting students to sign
the petition in support of this change. If you
would like to sign it, contact your legislator
at the SGA office (895-6375 or 895-6387)
or come by the SGA office in the University
Center room 106 between 8am-12pm or
lpm-5pm.

Tim Cobb
Student Relations Committee Chairperson
Student Government Association
"We are here to serve you, the Student"

The exponent welcomes
submissions on disk (3-1/2
inch only) in Macintosh
Microsoft Word or IBM
ASCII formats. Please label
disks, and please submit a
print-out with disks.
Disks will be returned.
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"...punitive and
regressive..."

Franz Responds

To: Mr. Doug Brewer,
Editor, exponent
From: Frank Franz
Dear Doug,
1. According to Dr. Ron Koger, Date: March 10,1992
I would like to address the student Assistant Vice President of Enrollment
A letter from Jennie Marshall to me
body regarding the recent UAH Fac Management, our present method of about the new residence hall appeared
ulty Senate resolution concerning GPA calculation is not the norm. Most in the March 4,1992 issue of the Expo
amendment of the university's "course universities have a course repeat policy nent. Her questions appear in italicsand
repeat" policy.
similar to that proposed by the Faculty my responses follow:
1. The new dorm was built without
The Faculty Senate and the Student Senate. If our GPA calculation is puni
Government Association have passed tive and regressive, how can we be any rivets. If this rumor is true, the first
resolutions stating that when a course is expected tp compete with students from tornado to come by the new dorm will,
according to physics and engineering
repeated at UAH, the transcript should other universities upon graduation?
reflect both enrollments, however only
2. Students who retake courses to majors, take most, if not all of the new
the quality points and credit hours earned better their GPA are not deceiving dorm with it.
in the most recent enrollment should anyone. Prospective employers (not to
The residence hall is a reinforced
count toward graduation and be aver mention graduate schools) may look at concrete frame structure which has no
aged into the students GPA. Also, un students' progression by viewing the steel beams or columns to be riveted.
2. In certain rooms in the newdorm,
dergraduates should be allowed to re transcript.
peat any course in which they are dis
3. As stated in the Faculty Senate the walls have curved under the weight
satisfied with their grade.
resolution, the present "averaging" of of the building. According to a friend
Presently, the policy results in an grades across the total number of credit who attended classes over this past
"averaging" of the grades assigned in hours from both enrollments does not summer, the steel support beams were
the first and second enrollments and reflect the student's final compre never seen to be installed in the build
permits repeats only in the cases of "D" hension of content and performance ing.
or "F\ The existing policy does not in the course.
Neither Housing nor Physical Plant
permit students dissatisfied with their
Finally, the SGA will be circulat are aware of any walls which have
performance in a course to repeat that ing petitions urging the Administration "curved under the weight of the build
course.
to adopt the Faculty Senate resolution. ing." If this is the case, it is important to
To those that fear we are "eroding If you feel as I do, I urge you to sign our let them know the room numbers so that
the academic integrity of UAH" or sup petition. If you are interested in helping condition can be checked out. As indi
porting "grade inflation", I would like us circulate petitions, come by UC 106 cated in the response to question num
ber 1, the building is a concrete frame
to let you know why I wrote the SGA for copies. Thank you.
structure which does not require steel
resolution and strongly support the po
sition of the faculty senate on this mat
Doug Jones beams.
3. No resident of the new dorm
ter.
SGA President

whom I've questioned has ever been
given instructions as to where to go or
even what to do during a tornado warn
ing.
When each Housing resident signed
his/her lease with University Housing,
s/he was given a copy of the Residents'
Handbook. On page 28 of the Hand
book there is complete information
about where to go and what to do during
a tornado watch and a tornado warning.
To be certain residents understand what
to do in case of a tornado, however,
Housing Staff are working with the
Campus Safety Office to arrange a tor
nado drill at the residence hall.
4. Next year, all out-of-town sopho
mores will be required to live in the new
dorm. One person had heard that living
off-campus will not be an option for
these people, but since that would be
illegal we don't believe it at alL
There is no requirement now, nor
will there be a requirement next fall,
that all out-of-town sophomores live in
the residence hall. All sophomores who
apply for housing (excluding married
students) will be assigned to the resi
dence hall next year, just as they have
been this year. But any student can also
choose to live off-campus.
I hope these responses address the
rumors you have heard.
Frank Franz
President

CHOICES Video Introductions
Introduces Single Professionals To One Another!
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You've read about us in the Huntsville Times "Dating
in the 90's" features; heard about us on WDRM's
"Dating Game"; Seen us on Channel 31's
"Newsmaker" show and Channel 19's "Accent"; and
you saw us at the IEEE Computer Fair!
If you've missed us because you're so busy or if
you want to know more about us, come to the
Student Union Building during the following
times. We're set up to get acquainted!
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MAKE TIME FOR:
Education!
Adventure!
Friendship!
Romance!
Love!

Single UAH Women!! April is YOUR MONTH!!
Come by and see why!

CHOICES Video Introductions
534-DATE
Huntsville's Original Video Dating Club

Hundreds of local professionals in our membership! Ages 20-65

O

pportunities

Orville Redenbacher's®
Second Start Scholarship Program
1992-93 Scholarship P.O. Box 4137, Blair, NE 68009.
Program Information Scholarship Rules
• Twenty $1,000 scholarships
and Regulations
will be made available to qualifying
students for the 1992-1993 school
year.
• Applications will be accepted
from March 1 to May 1, 1992.
• Students and schools can
receive information and applications
by writing: Orville Redenbacher's®
Second Start Scholarship Program,

• Eligible students must be 30
years or older at the time of applica
tion.
• The scholarship recipients may
enroll in either an associate, bachelor
or graduate degree program at an
accredited college or university and
can attend either full- or part-time.

• All applications will be
screened by an independent judging
panel, which includes administrators
in the field of financial assistance and
continuing education. A check for
$1,000 will be sent to the recipient's
financial aid officer made out jointly
in the name of the student and the
college. The grant will then be
credited to the student's account upon
endorsement by both parties.
• The receipt of individual
applications cannot be acknowledged.
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Huntsville
Kiwanis Club
Major Emphasis
Scholarship
Criteria
The person receiving the Hunts
ville Kiwanis Club Scholarship shall
meet the following criteria:
1) Be a resident of Madison
County, Alabama. Residents attend
ing college outside Madison County
are eligible.
2) Shall excel in scholarship.
3) Financial need shall not be a
criterion. However, in the event that
two or more candidates exhibit
approximately the same outstanding
characteristics in scholarship and
character, the award may be made to
the one with the greatest financial
need.
4) Be of exemplary character.

Course of Study
The recipient of this award shall
apply it to the study of communica
tions disabilities. Communications
disabilities are disabilities related to
speech, hearing, or sight.

Place of study
Study may be performed at any
accredited institution chosen by the
recipient.

Procedure for

Selection of Winner

: :j;

Get financial aid
when you need it most
After you graduate.
Life doesn't suddenly become
easy when you get out of college.
There are the challenges of
"starting a career, getting settled in a new
apartment and doing it all within your budget.
So to help you out, we put together the

AT&T Moving Ahead Program.
When you sign up? we'll send you a $5
AT&T Long Distance Certificate worth 35
minutes of AT&T long distance calling?* And every time
you move and choose AT&T or switch from another long
distance company, you'll get even more savings benefits.
Since you'll probably be traveling more, you'll also
get an AT&T Calling Card sent to you, free. It helps make

calling from payphones easier and you don't have to re
place it when you move.
You'll also have the opportunity to save on AT&T
long distance calls with the AT&T Reach Out91 America

Calling Plan.
Even our MoiingAhead newsletter can help. Be
sides being full of tips on things like managing your
money and job hunting it includes chances to save
on the latest clothes, vour favorite CDs and more.
Just call 1800662-2610,
Ext. 3835 to join the AT&T

Moving Ahead Program.
And get a little extra
help after school.

i.
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Procedure for selecting the
winner shall be as follows:
1) The Major Emphasis Commit
tee of the Huntsville Kiwanis Club
shall be responsible for selecting the
winner.
2) High school principals of
Huntsville and Madison County,
Alabama, will be asked to make
recommendations. In addition to
recommending candidates, the
principals will be asked to forward all
applications.
3) College and university stu
dents may also apply. Their applica
tions shall be accompanied by a letter
of recommendation from their Dean
or other school official having
knowledge of their scholastic record.
4) Selection shall be primarily on
the basis of scholarship record.
Interviews may be held, but shall not
be a primary selection technique.

Date and Amount
of Award
An award shall be made on or
before May 15, 1992. The amount
shall be $2000 or any other amount as
established by the Board of Directors.

Deadline
'There we noenrolment lees "Based on an AT5Td«ect<*al.coasM£>coastcal made di**ig the ragM/vneekendWne period wittwi the contnental US
Ybu may get more or less loryour certificate dependngon when and where you cal

The deadline is April 17, 1992.
Contact the Financial Aid Office
(UC124) for address.
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by Mike Peters
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ITAINTWATERJALABAMA 3:/O P-M-HS
FEASIX MINUTES TO IMPACT

.-AND THAT WAS A L/L' HANK WILLIAMS.
NoW LET'S TAKE A LOOK AT THE TAINT*
WATER COMMUNITY RLLL&OARV. 7HE
REV. BLLLY DOB SHUTTLEBUTT WILL BE
GIVING A LECTURE ON "THE ROL£ OF
THE NEGRO IN THE INTERNATIONAL
JEWISH COMMON ISTCONS FIR ACT'AT
THE TAINTWATER FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
OF CHRIST TONIGHT. THIS WILL BE JP
FOLLOWED Br A TURKEY RAFFLE. M

SPEAKING oFNEGRoS, LET'S ALL REMEM

BER THAT BoBBY WASHINGTON JS GolNG
To BE TRYINGTo REGISTER HIS NEGRo
DAUGHTER AT TAINTWATER ELEMENTAL
NEXT MONDAYJ SO LETS ALL Do OUR PART
To DRIVE THEM PUT OF-TOWN, OKAY? g-*<

WHAT WE HEED ISTC* RouND OP ALL THESE
B LACK TROUBLEMAKERS AND ALL1HE WHITE
INT'GRAVoNIST RINGLEADERS ANO LYNCH
VM! HAN&EIA ALL FROTA TREES I SAY J fv
CHOKE THE LIFE OCT OF EM /

'00000! THAT**
GETS MY BL00D
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WHY CLARAJ I CANT BELIEVE MAH EARS.
SUCH WORDS COMING FROM A GOOD
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TAINTWATER, ALABAMA 3-M P.M
TWO MINUTES TO IMPACT
VMMY} DEAR.MoMMA BoUGHT You

SOMETHING- AT THE CRAFT FAIR TO
DAY. SOMETHING THAT SHOULD HELP
You GET OVER THoSE BAD DREAMS
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NOW YOU KNOW TH£ CHRISTIAN THING
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AND MAYBE JOST CUT THEIR LEGS OFF. <

SEE.IT'S A LITTLE CARVED JESUS.
WE'LL PUT IT ON YoUR WALLf AND
WHEN YOU GET SCARED AT NIGHT
YOU CAN LOOK UP AND SEE THAT
JESUS 15 LOOKING j
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OVER You. WoN'T ri
THAT BE r——
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G|!|P§MR BLEEDING HEART

THANKS MA. YoU DON'T HAV£ To WORRY
ABOUT M£. / CAW ASSURB YoU,WITH

THIS BABY HERE LOOKING OVER ME I
WoNT BE HAVING ANY NIGHTMARESJ
ABOUT WEREWOLVES. 1
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, DEAR. R>^
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Ordinary Heroes
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by M. Lee Newman
BUT VJHRT, vjIL-LlBrAS? SUKELI YOU
don't THINK YOU'VE ~BZHTEN' ME?

SO,..I'D FAKED OUT THE "MEGRL/flTT MONSTER" AND
SEVERED ITS RIGHT flRM,
BUT AS MICHELLE 15 ABOUT TO 5AH'
"7

If

talks7

CBREFUJ,TOBY ! YOU HAVEN'T^:
BEATEN IT UET.

YEAH,AND IT

BUT I GUESS YOU'LL JUST KEEP
RUNNING,,, LIKE YOU DID THE LAST
TIME YOU DESTROYED MY ARM.

RNOWS VlHO I AlA.THAT

MEMS,.,THE 'COMPANY' SENT THIS THING!

/I'D THOUGHT THAT LESTER, THE
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April 25th at 10pm
(no charge—donations accepted)

a different
set of jaws.
20th Century-Fox Presents
A LOU ADLER- MICHAEL WHTTE PRODUCTION
THE ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW
Starring TIM CURRY • SUSAN SARANDON • BARRY BOSTWICK
Original Musicai Play. Music and Lyrics by RICHARD O'BRIEN
Screenplay by JIM SHARMAN ana RICHARD O BFUEN
Associate Producer IOHN GOLDSTONE
Executive Producer LOU ADLER*Produced by MICHAEL WHITE
Directed by JIM SHARMAN
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April 25th at MIDNIGHT
($2 UAH students w/ valid ID
$5 general public)
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